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Professor Ray's unique philosophy of science approach focuses on introducing you to the basics of

science and the spirit that motivates many scientists, and helping you make the transition from

outside observer of science to active participant. In meeting those goals, he has written a highly

readable book that gives you a greater understanding of the techniques of science as well as the

experience of doing science.
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" I believe the key strengths of this text are threefold: (a) the content that is covered; (b) the tone

with which the content is discussed; and (c) the depiction of science as a human enterprise."

William J. Ray is professor of psychology at Pennsylvania State University, where he was the

director of the Clinical Training Program from 1991 to 1997. His research focus lies at the interface

of clinical psychology and psychophysiology (particularly EEG), as related to anxiety, dissociation,

emotionality, and motoric processes. Part of this work has been basic in nature, as reflected in

trying to understand what basic psychophysiological measures can tell us, as well as how they can

be applied. Current work in the lab focuses on anxiety, lapse of awareness, dissociation, and

hypnosis, as well as the use of nonlinear dynamical techniques referred to as chaos. He has

published extensively throughout his career, with well over 100 journal publications, presentations

and scholarly text publications. He has reviewed for more than 30 journals and numerous



government agencies. He was on the accreditation committee for the APA, including its executive

board (1995-2000).

Thus its real alot

great condition

Fast and accurate! Thank you!

I loved this book, came in a great condition. And, shipping was really fast, too.

Most books on quantitative psychology are long and overly technical. This one seems to explain the

math gently and without disregarding the contextual explanations of how empirical research is done.

Also, the authors are very conscious of the limitations of science and avoid, quite successfully,

giving the impression that numbers always reflect reality. If you want to be able to understand those

cryptic studies that appear in scientific journals, get this book! It also has several good references

for obtaining more information while performing empirically based research, yourself.

Ok

The book was in great shape. There were no missing pages and the cover was all shinny, like brand

new.

This was the first time I used  to buy my textbooks. A picture of the 9th editions was advertised.

When I received the book it was the 8th ediiton. I was under the impression I was recieving the

correct item.
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